
 
 
 
1st Monkstown Scout Group 
Engagement Framework Review 
 
The Scout Council Northern Ireland (commonly referred to as Scouts NI) is a Uniformed Youth 
Organisation for children and young people aged 4 years to 25 years. The Movement’s varied programme 
of activities provides young people with the opportunity to have new adventures; to experience the 
outdoors; interact with others, gain confidence, and have the opportunity to reach their full potential.  The 
Scouts also provides a comprehensive leadership training and development programme for all its leaders 
and runs a leadership programme for its young people in Explorer Scouts.  
 
Michael Morrison is the GSL of 1st Monkstown Scout Group, a Scout Group with over 90 young people.  
Michael has found the poster provided to all Group Scout Leaders (GSL) to be really helpful when 
completing the Engagament Framework for the young people in his Group and he tells us: 
 
“Completing the EA Engagement Framework toolkit was a breeze, as a relatively new GSL I was a little 
sceptical at first glance, but working through it was very easy and didn’t take too long at all. I sat down 
with the section leaders and worked through it with each of them to see how our young people are 
getting on and to be honest it was really great to look back and see how well most of the young people 
are engaging with what we are doing. We actually found it really easy to do and we even used OSM to 
help with the evidence collecting.  
 
Whilst it was great to see that all in all most of our members are really engaged, I found it really 
important and eye opening to identify those that aren’t. From this we have been tweaking our programme 
to try and encourage more engagement from those lower down the scale. To be honest there has been 
some really easy wins and it is great seeing more young people arriving each week and attending all the 
events. I think using this tool has definitely brought ourselves as leaders more intune and we definitely 
feel more prepared for growing the engagement and with it the group.  
 
NB - Growing the engagement has encouraged some of the young people to bring along friends which 
means new members, which is always a welcome outcome!” 
 
 
 


